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Author Bio
Grace Allison Blair is an award-winning selfhelp and motivational author, and podcast
host, who has assisted thousands to find
their spiritual wisdom to solve everyday
challenges.
Throughout her adult life, Grace became a
serious student of the spiritual. She found
that, often, psychological principles and
practices were incomplete, but could be
filled out by adding the missing spiritual
component. Her approach was always to
see practical applications for what she
uncovered in the mystical. It was through
immersing herself in this field of study and
experience that she came up with her idea
for her book, Einstein’s Compass.
Grace is a successful award-winning author,
modern mystic, wellness consultant,
business development advisor, marketing
coach, and workshop facilitator. She has
faced many life challenges, including a lifethreatening disease, and used what she
encountered as a stimulus to gain greater
happiness and fulfillment.
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Book Bio
2019 eLit Award-Winner in the
Juvenile/YA Fiction Category
2019 Readers Favorite Book Reviews
and Contest 5 Stars
2019 International Book Awards
Finalist Fiction Young Adult
2019 National Indie Excellence Book
Awards Finalist Fiction Young Adult
What if young Albert Einstein had a
magical compass that inspired his
theories of relativity?
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In Einstein's Compass: A YA Time
Traveler Adventure, a young Albert is
given a supernatural compass that
allows him to travel through time and
space, and find wisdom in other
dimensions, including the lost city of
Atlantis. But evil forces seek the power
of the compass, including a monstrous,
shape-shifting dragon from a different
age. Can the compass protect Albert
from such villainy?

TESTIMONIALS
Einstein's Compass packs in a huge amount of detail and
spans several different genres due to the time-traveling
nature of Albert's compass. The historical elements were
brought to life with fantastic descriptions and a lot of wellresearched detail, even for the smallest of elements, and
it's this attention to detail that makes the story so rich as
a whole reading experience. Author duo Grace Blair and
Laren Bright weave an intriguing plot that is disparate to
begin with but comes together with a fantastic swell of
energy towards the end and builds to a startling and
brilliant conclusion. Overall, Einstein's Compass is a
highly recommended story. Reviewed by K.C. Finn for
Readers' Favorite
"Einstein's Compass exhibits a solid writing style and dutifully
hits Einstein's developmental and educational milestones
while weaving in an imaginative backstory and unique
antagonists' perspectives. The what if of Albert Einstein
developing his landmark scientific theories through the aid of
spiritualism and time travel, all the while battling an immortal
dragon-person from Atlantis, is certainly a unique concept."
Booklife Magazine a division of Publisher's Weekly
"Albert Einstein was fascinated with time and space from an early
age, but what inspired him? Receiving a magical compass from his
father, Albert sets off on a journey to learn more than math and
science offered to understand even time and space. Unfortunately,
an ancient evil from the days of Atlantis also seeks his compass,
and will stop at nothing to have it. Can the Agents of Light protect
Albert from the shape-shifting dragon and help him achieve his
destiny, or will he fall prey to the dangers of his day and lose the
powerful device before he completes his mission? The
combination of science with the supernatural is a winner, and the
good vs. evil fight is interesting, making this a good book for YA
readers." Sarah E Bradley In'D Tale Magazine
"a curiosity-arousing story with a well-crafted spiritual core
carefully woven in with the threads of science, space, and time.
There's plenty of world building and enough character intrigue to
keep readers turning the pages. A fun fantasy adventure." –
Historical Novel Society

Book Excerpt
There are only two ways
to live your life.
One is a though nothing is a miracle.
The other is as though everything is a miracle.
Albert Einstein

Albert dangled a brass object on a silver chain, Johann’s eyes
grew large. “Wow, what is that?”
“It’s a compass. My father gave it to me. Have you ever seen
one before?”
Albert closed his eyes and held his precious gift to his chest.
“Oh, I love my compass, and I love my Papa, who gave it to
me.” The compass tingled against Albert’s chest. From inside
the compass, a shimmer of light burst then radiated out about
ten inches all around Albert’s hand. Albert felt the unexpected
warmth and opened his eyes to find a rainbow projecting from
the gems. Above the compass floated a three-dimensional
number 33. Johann, struck with wonder, squealed,
“Look at that!”

Interview Questions
1. What was your inspiration for writing Einstein’s Compass a YA
Time Traveler Adventure?

I have always thought of Einstein as a fascinating person. He lived
during the horse and buggy days where the light bulb was the
most advanced technology. So how did he come up with his
miracle theory given the circumstances of his life? So, I asked
myself the what if question.
What will happen if? Albert was a modern mystic in his time.
What will happen if? Einstein was a star child from Atlantis?
What will happen if? Albert was trying to remember what he did as
a priest-scientist during his lifetime in Atlantis.
What kind of place was Atlantis? Who lived there? What were the
people like in Atlantis? Maybe in Atlantis, he had an evil twin
brother.
Maybe there was an advanced civilization in Atlantis.
2. How did you choose the title?
Young Albert received a compass from his father when he was a
boy, which gave him the inspired vision to discover his miracle
theory. The compass and his quest made me create the title and a
compass that was more than a direction finder instead a vehicle of
the supernatural, which Albert uses to discover his world-changing
theory.
3. What scene, in the book, are you most proud?
Prolog is one of the most famous scenes as it is the foundation of
the story. The completed chapter with historical research into
Atlantis, Egypt, and Jerusalem, setting with the conflicts of people,
dragons, and spiritual realms was a proud moment
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